
BLACK LIVES MATTER! 

Before I start talking about celebrity gossip, which in the grand scheme of

things is the least important thing we should be talking about, I have to

reiterate that Black Lives Matter, and the police officers who murdered

George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Tony Mcdade, and all other black individuals

just living their lives should be brought to justice!!! I know so many of you

guys are doing everything you can to help but in case you need any direction

click HERE!  I also want to say that if you would rather spend your time

listening to podcasts, watching movies, or reading books about the BLM

movement, black history, or the institutionalized racism that is plaguing this

country I am ALL FOR IT and in fact encourage it. I am here writing this

newsletter because I need to numb my brain for a few minutes and feel

happy, so if reading this does that for you please proceed! 
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https://blacklivesmatter.com/
https://blacklivesmatter.com/


LEA MICHELLE IS A SNAKE AND I ALWAYS KNEW

Okay we all know ever since Lea Michelle

starred on Glee that she has been known to

be a major BIATCH , but now she's been

outed as a racist and a Major BIATCH and

thats the tea people . Apparently "Lea was a

bitch to a lot of people who are now taking

the opportunity to come forward,” said one

industry source who has worked with her. On

Monday Glee co-star Samantha Ware,

tweeted of Michele: “Remember when you

made my first television gig a living hell?!?!

Cause I’ll never forget. I believe you told

everyone that if you had the opportunity you

would ‘shit in my wig! " This all came to light

after Lea used social media to lend support

to the Black Lives Matter movement in the

wake of George Floyd’s death and all her old

co-stars decided to expose her ass.  Not that I

want to contribute to cancel culture but I

vote she be cancelled effective immediately

for having a punchable face. If you want to

read more click HERE. 

KYLIE JENNER'S INCOMING CEO STEPS DOWN 

Idk if this is karma or nawt but Kylies

Cosmetics new CEO has stepped down after

only 6 months.. This is all after Forbes

casually announced that she isn't a

billionaire anymore lmao. Remember when

just two years ago they put her on the cover

of Forbes magazine for being youngest "self-

made" billionaire and everyone was like sElf-

mAde biLLioNaire ????? Seems to me like she 

 may have filed false information to

exaggerate the success of her cosmetics

company after examining evidence from

Kardashian family accountants.... Forbes

claims that accountant reports suggest Kylie

Cosmetics jumped in value from zero to

$300M in the space of a year, leading the

magazine to grow suspicious. So yeah, 

something is obvs sus out here and I am

enjoying it.
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Samantha 
Ware

Snake in
the grass

https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/pictures/glee-extras-detail-rude-experiences-working-with-lea-michele/
https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/pictures/glee-extras-detail-rude-experiences-working-with-lea-michele/
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ellievhall/prince-harry-legal-complaint-mail-sunday-meghan-markle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtSd844cI7U&t=1s


BEN IS BACK AND HE'S HAVING A MID LIFE

CRISIS

If you all didn't know about Benana aka

Ben Affleck and Ana de Armas now you

know. They started dating a few months

ago and now he's had a mysterious glow

up. Sources say he's now dyeing his hair

and getting fillers and well he's dressing

like he's 30 again <3. I'm not saying i'm

mad about this sudden transformation...

I mean we all remember the Ben Affleck

meme where he looks all sad and

smoking a cig, It's def a step up from

that. I guess I just don't stan this

relationship and I i've always thought

Ben was sus ever since he cheated on

Jennifer Gardner with his housekeeper

and ruined her life.Idk what i'm saying

here anymore lets move on. 

EMRATAS HUSBAND STAYS BEING SUS AF 

Emratas husband Sebastian Bear-McClard, who

is reportedly worth around $12 million, was in

the news last year after people found out that

he doesn't pay his rent and is apparently  a

nightmare neighbor who blasts music at odd

hours of the night. I also think that he is

involved in sus business shit but we will discuss

that another time. For now lets talk about how a

BET writer named Danielle Prescod exposed

him after Emrata posted about "feeling useless"

in these spooky times. He has since apologized

for his behavior on Twitter, saying, “I used a

word casually like it was mine to use. It’s not, it

never was, and never will be. In the past few

years I’ve learned a lot about my privilege as a

man and as a white person and about the

history of racism in this country. Owning our

misteps is a crucial part of changing the way

the world operates. I’m embarrassed and

ashamed and I sincerely apologize to everyone

who I may have hurt.”

You can all read the tea word for word in the pic

on the left. 
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https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ellievhall/prince-harry-legal-complaint-mail-sunday-meghan-markle
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ellievhall/prince-harry-legal-complaint-mail-sunday-meghan-markle


TOP 2 SONG PICKS 

Here are the two songs I

listened to the most this week!

Overnight by the Parcels makes

me feel like i'm living in the

70's and i'm rollerblading at a

roller rink with a hot man who

has a very thick moustache.

Purity has always been a

favorite of mine but has

resurfaced in my life because I

like to scream the lyrics "i've

been fucking busy , i've been

busy fucking" to pretend I have

a life. Enjoy! 

TOP LOOKS OF THE WEEK 

 Instead of plugging 3 celebrity instagram accounts this week I am going to

be sharing 3 black owned businesses that we should all support! 
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OVERNIGHT
PARCELS

PURITY (FT. FRANK OCEAN)
A$AP ROCKY 

Brother Vellies, founded
by Aurora James, is an
accessories brand of

handcrafted shoes and
handbags from South
Africa, Ethiopia, Kenya,

and Morocco.
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Folklore is an online concept
store that brings together all

types of clothes and
accessories from all sorts of

brands. Its mission is sourcing
items made locally by artisans

in South Africa, Nigeria,
Ghana, and beyond.
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Pyer Moss, founded by Kerby
Jean-Raymond in 2013, is a
men’s and women’s fashion

label concerned with building
a narrative that speaks about

heritage and activism

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtSd844cI7U&t=1s

